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Static is not part of the MHCA DNA. Presence, 
profile, impact, making a difference, and being a 
credible, trustworthy, collaborative construction 
partner is. Groundbreaking is what we want 
MHCA's efforts to be all about, and remains our  
goal.                                           Committees continued on page 2

MHCA President, B.A., LL.B., 
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Manitoba Heavy Construction Association Committees -  
An Invitation to Participate
A number of MHCA Committees meet, from time 
to time, to consider, review and discuss matters of 
broad industry interest.  

Active MHCA Committees include:

• The City of Winnipeg Committee, 

• The Highways Committee, 

• The Aggregate Producers Committee, 

• The WORKSAFELY Education & Training  
             Committee, 

• The Northern Affairs Committee, 

• The  Events Committee, 

• The Membership Committee, and 

• The Equipment Rental Rates Committee. 

MHCA Committees are designed to offer any 
MHCA member wishing to participate, the 
opportunity of influencing legislation, regulation, 
working conditions, innovative approaches to 
existing challenges, anything that broadly affects 
our industry. Committee work is also a great place 
to meet new people, network and mix 'n mingle.
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Manitoba Heavy Construction Association Committees -  
An Invitation to participate: 
MHCA Committee Meeting Highlights - 
The Aggregate Producers Committee
The MHCA Aggregate Producers Committee chaired by James Kaskiw met in December and again in 
January 2014 to consider a number of ongoing topic areas of importance to industry. Those include but 
are not limited to:

• Consultations with the RM of Springfield, its land planner and the Manitoba government related 
to a DRAFT RM of Springfield Development Plan and Land Use Designation Map. It is important for the 
Plan to protect existing and potential aggregate reserves 

• Community Enhancement Levy is being discuss as a way and means of ensuring that industry 
contributions associated with aggregate extractions are reinvested back into communities to advance 
infrastructure investment

• The DRAFT RM of Springfield Transportation Plan is on the horizon for review

• The committee is reviewing development of a stand Rap Spec to minimize the number of specs, 
make production more efficient and pass cost savings along to budgets

The committee next meets at 12:00 noon on February 19, 2014 at the MHCA offices.

The City of Winnipeg Committee
The MHCA Winnipeg Committee consisting of contractors and design engineers met to consider ways 
and means by which we could collaboratively work with the Public Works Department to develop joint 
recommendations for political consideration, in support of timely, efficient, accelerated construction 
program flow while capturing cost and delivery efficiencies for the City. The MHCA recognizes that the 
process currently in place is the result of Council direction. We believe there is strong political appetite 
to consider and support improvements. At first meeting to begin the process took place on January 17, 
2014 with more to follow.

All MHCA members are  invited to participate. Want to get involved or find out additional information….
please call Christine Miller, MHCA Manager of Memberships & Events at 204 947 1379. 

___________________________________________
Registration site for EXPO North is open!  
EXPO North will take place in 
Thompson, MB between  
February 25 – 27, 2014! 
Click the link for course information, registration  
and pricing! 

www.plannersplus.ca/mhcanorth

http://www.plannersplus.ca/mhcanorth
http://tinyurl.com/aqjz8yl
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Breakfast with Ms. Rana Bokhari 
Leader of the Liberal Party of Manitoba
February 18,  2014 - at the Victoria Inn and Conference Centre, 1808 Wellington Ave. 

Ms. Rana Bokhari, Leader of the Liberal Party, has accepted the MHCA's recent invitation to present 
at the MHCA hosted Breakfast with the Leaders series.  The MHCA Breakfast with the Leaders series 
is intended to offer each leader a profiled opportunity of addressing -- as sole speaker -- the heavy 
construction industry and broadly invited publics, on topics which have consistently attracted policy 
attention and public concern.  These include but are not limited to: 

 • linkages between sustained strategic infrastructure investment and economic growth; 

 • the priority and strategies you as Party Leader support to grow Manitoba's economy; 

 • strategies you endorse to support balancing provincial budgets; and 

 • the vision of destination(s) you aspire to lead Manitoba towards.  
 
Breakfast with Rana Bokhari 
Leader of the Liberal Party of Manitoba
 • Tuesday February 18, 2014 

 • Regency Room – Victoria Inn and Conference Centre, 1808 Wellington Avenue, Winnipeg

 • 7:30 am - doors open 

 • 8:00 am – hot breakfast served

 • 8:15 am - presentation

 • $35.00 + gst per person

Sponsorship Opportunity  for this Event includes:
 • Corporate signage at the event (banner, etc)

 • Sponsorship recognition with all related event marketing (emails/website/newsletter)

 • Opportunity to introduce/thank the speaker (2 – 3 minutes speaking opportunity)

 • Opportunity to leave promotional materials on the registration table.

 • One member of your company (complimentary ticket) to be seated at the Head Table.

 • Verbal recognition at the event by the Master of Ceremonies.

 • $350.00 + gst

To register for this breakfast or to sponsor the event, please contact Christine Miller, Manager of Events 
and Membership at 204-947-1379 or email her at christine@mhca.mb.ca
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The south needs Churchill
By: Staff Writer Republished from the Winnipeg Free Press print edition January 11, 2014 

Canada claims it is an Arctic nation, yet its only Arctic seaport, Churchill, has been struggling for survival since the 
military abandoned the place 35 years ago.

Russia has 13 thriving ports on the Arctic Ocean, Norway at least four, the Americans have two in Alaska. The 
Russians recently opened a new port in the gas-rich Yamal Peninsula in northwest Siberia. It will be open year 
round, handling more than 30 million tons of goods per year.

Yet Churchill hangs by a thread, even as Prime Minister Stephen Harper makes Arctic sovereignty a strategic goal.

Both the province and Ottawa have a stake in ensuring the commercial success of the port, which is why they 
jointly established a task force two years ago to report on its economic opportunities.

It's the latest in a series of studies -- the issue has been on the federal agenda since the 1950s -- but unlike the 
others, it should not be filed in a drawer and forgotten.

The task force came up with some of the same recommendations as previous reports, but they are updated and 
expanded for current conditions, including a restructured grain industry, expanding resource development and 
climate change that could lead to much higher volumes in Arctic shipping and navigation.

Among other things, the report says an oil pipeline that could carry Alberta crude to Churchill should be considered 
once the environmental risks have been assessed. In fact, it says the private sector wants to build such a pipeline.  
It also says U.S. and Canadian producers are interested in moving light sweet crude by rail to Churchill and 
possibly returning south with a cargo of bitumen diluents for Alberta's oilsands. The task force endorses this idea, 
even though Manitoba is officially opposed, citing the environmental risk. It's possible the northern railroad is 
unsuitable for oil shipments, but the Selinger government should at least retain an open mind.

The report identifies numerous obstacles to achieving progress in Churchill, particularly on the energy side, but 
also on the suitability of Churchill as a viable port. It's relatively shallow depth at low tide, for example, is not 
suited to loading the heavy ships that carry oil.

The goal of expanding tourism -- the report talks about promoting the Arctic Safari Experience -- is complicated 
by a limited season, which itself explains the limited hotel options. In fact, there are obstacles and barriers for just 
about every proposed solution, but nowhere does the report suggest they are insurmountable.

The federal and provincial governments have primarily been responsible for keeping Churchill afloat in the past, 
but the report says the private sector must be the principal driver in the future.

With new Arctic sea routes emerging and renewed interest in developing the North, however, the chances of 
success have never seemed higher. New resource exports, such as potash, minerals, liquefied natural gas, oil 
and bitumen, in addition to grain, are a natural starting point. Churchill also offers numerous opportunities for 
travellers drawn to adventure, nature and the rugged outdoors.

The real problem is Churchill has been a political sideshow for too long. No government wanted it to die, but 
neither did they do anything to ensure it took off.

Canada is falling behind other countries in northern development, but Churchill itself faces competition from 
Quebec and even Tuktoyaktuk, which will soon be connected to Canada's highway network through the Yukon.

As the author of a 1969 report on Churchill said: "The majority of people in southern Manitoba, as the majority of 
Canadians generally, fail to appreciate that it is the south that will be the beneficiary of northern development."

Those words were never truer, but they will be just as meaningless unless Ottawa and Manitoba lay the 
groundwork for a surge of entrepreneurial activity in and around Churchill.
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To Register:    
Email: sarah@mhca.mb.ca  OR  Fax: 204-943-2279

Training Schedule
Construction Safety Excellence ™Winnipeg Schedule:

Training Schedule:

For the most up to date training schedule for the coming months visit www.mhca.mb.ca/worksafely 

COR™ Leadership in Safety Excellence

COR™ Principles of Health & Safety Management

COR™ Auditor 

Train the Trainer

Flagperson (1/2 day AM)

Committee/Representative Training (1/2 day PM)

COR™ Leadership in Safety Excellence

COR™ Principles of Health & Safety Management

COR™ Auditor 

COR™ Leadership in Safety Excellence

COR™ Principles of Health & Safety Management

COR™ Auditor 

WHMIS 1/2 day AM

TDG 1/2 day PM

Flagperson 1/2 day AM

Excavating & Trenching 1/2 day PM

Jan  13 - 14

Jan  15

Jan  16 - 17

Jan  27 - 28

Jan  29

Jan  29

Feb 10 - 11

Feb 12

Feb 13 - 14

Feb 10 - 11

Feb 12

Feb 13 - 14

Feb 18

Feb 18

Feb 19

Feb 19 www.mcha.mb.ca/worksafely
FOR THE FULL CALENDAR
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2014 WCR&HCA Annual Convention

The WCR&HCA invites you to join us where heaven and Aloha meet, on the magic isle 
of Maui! Known for its rich Polynesian culture, the island of Maui is truly paradise. 

Join us at the Westin Maui Resort and Spa in Ka'anapali, Maui, where you can stroll the 
heavenly beaches and enjoy the seaside streets of Lahaina. Considered one of the 

most popular Hawaiian islands, the island of Maui never disappoints!

“Where The West Meets”

Ho'olu komo la kaua, Please Join Us!

"Committed advocate for economic and industry growth"

February 2 - 5 2014

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER

www.wcrhca.org
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statistics. Loan delinquency rates mushroomed with 
the onset of crisis, eliciting predictions of a lost decade, 
or worse. Five years on, more than half of the rise in 
delinquency has been erased, and rates continue to fall 
across almost all categories of loans. At the same time, 
the household debt service ratio is currently at the 
lowest level in over four decades. By these measures, 
Americans have taken deleveraging very seriously, with 
great results. 

Third, US banks see this on their books, and are 
likely pleased. Their experience with repayments has 
improved greatly over the past three years, and is 
quickly returning to pre-crisis levels. This together with 
the greater comfort arising from beefed-up balance 
sheets is loosening up lending activity. Senior loan 
officers in the US are currently more inclined to extend 
credit than at any point in the past five years. It's a 
good thing, as renewed lending is a critical element 
of the resurgence in US auto sales and the ongoing 
homebuilding boom. 

So far, so good. But analysts counter that the spending 
resurgence - as measured as it currently is - has been 
fuelled by credit that's as cheap as it ever gets. Their 
fear is that the impending, inevitable rise in interest 
rates poses as key a threat to nascent revival as any. 
Perhaps - but tightening credit conditions almost 
invariably accompany an economic rebound, and 
history shows that they rarely abort recovery. Why? 
Precisely because the aim of tightening is to reduce 
the stimulus that would cause a reviving economy to 
overheat. As long as recovery is redeploying excess 
capacity at a sustainable rate, modest interest rate 
increases should not be a threat. 

Conditions appear ripe for a strong and sustained 
increase in US consumer spending. Lessons learned 
in the crisis and post-crisis period won't soon be 
forgotten, but neither will they prevent this critical 
engine of the world economy from firing up again in a 
big way. 

The bottom line? There's good reason to believe that 
neo-confident US consumers will get out there this 
year and spend at a consistently higher pace. There's 
also comfort that they won't go whole-hog into a pre-
crisis-style, no-holds-barred consumption and credit 
binge. That’s a pretty good piece of news for a global 
economy with high expectations for 2014. 

American consumers are happy again - at long last. 
Good for them - but should we really be ecstatic about 
this? After all, the last time they were truly happy, it 
cost the world dearly. It has taken five years to absorb 
the overconsumption of that episode, and some are 
convinced we're not done yet. Are we headed for 
another period of unchecked ebullience, persistent 
penny-pinching, or can we count on higher yet more 
sustainable growth? 

Most analysts would agree that Americans are 
nowhere near to unchecked optimism, and that the 
opposite is true. Data show a reluctant return, one that 
could perhaps use a flash of 'shop-'til-you-drop' to re-
boot things. The world awaits a clear response. After all, 
this powerful group of consumers still directly accounts 
for about 14 cents of every dollar that circulates 
worldwide. International trade can't reclaim its role in 
global growth without them. What can we expect in the 
near term? 

Peel away the musty rhetoric, and US consumers 
actually look remarkably well-prepared for a 
resurgence. First, they are saving a whole lot more 
than they used to. Unrevised pre-crisis data showed 
them saving next to nothing. Now, savings rates are 
just under the 5 per cent level. That may not sound like 
much, but it has enabled US consumers to get today’s 
debt-to-income levels down about 25 percentage 
points from a peak of 163 in 2007. No further 
adjustment is needed to keep this key ratio falling - it's 
now on auto-pilot, creating lots of present and future 
spending capacity. 

Second, this improvement is obvious in other debt 

US Consumer Comeback: Should We Worry? 
Peter G. Hall,  EDC Vice-President and Chief Economist, January 23, 2014  

Peter G. Hall
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1585 Niakwa Rd, Winnipeg, MB R2J 3T3

Winnipeg:
Toll Free: (888) 572-7045

Saskatoon:
Toll Free: (888) 634-3656

www.quereltrailers.com

NEW 2013 CANUCK END DUMP
R20 - 3/16” Hardox 450, 60” spread, 

air ride, asphalt overhang, electric tarp
1 IN MB & 1 IN SK

NEW 2013 CANUCK END DUMP
R3 - Hardox 450, tub, 60” spread, air 
ride, asphalt overhang, electric tarp

2 IN STOCK

NEW 2013 FONTAINE MAGNITUDE 55H LOWBED
triaxle, air ride, 60” spread, air lift 3rd axle, jeep & booster ready

3 IN STOCK

NEW 2014 PITTS CONTENDER 50 TON LOWBED
 hyd detach, set up for tri drive, 10’ wide, 25’ working deck, 13 hp Honda power 

pack, outriggers, 60” air ride susp, rear air lift, all T100 4 beam construction
2 IN STOCK

NEW 2014 NORTH COUNTRY 
CLOSE UNDER LOAD TRIAXLE AIR 

RIDE BELLY DUMP
2 IN STOCK

NEW 2013 ETNYRE BLACKHAWK LTD LOWBED, 55 ton, triaxle, air ride, 60” 
spread, hyd detach, 9’ wide, c/w swingouts, rear load bearing fenders, 

UNDER $70,000 • WEIGHS 17,300# ALL T1 • 4 IN STOCK IN MB & SK

NEW 2014 FONTAINE REVOLUTION 
ALL ALUMINUM FLATDECKS

48’ or 53’, tandems & triaxles available, 
air ride, ON ORDER

NEW 2014 ETNYRE BLACKHAWK LOWBED
55 ton, hyd detach, c/w tandem jeep, single axle booster, 60” spread, air 
ride, hyd flip, engine, pin joints, 10’ wide, MANY ON ORDER FOR 2014

NEW 2014 ETNYRE BLACKHAWK LOWBED
55 ton, hyd detach, 10’ wide, 53’, triaxle, air ride, 60” spread, c/w beavertail, flip 

on neck to suit tandem jeep, booster ready
2 ON ORDER • 1 IN STOCK

NEW 2014 ETNYRE BLACKHAWK AGRICULTURAL TRANSPORT TRAILER
triaxle, 40 ton, 10’ wide, aluminum pullouts to 14’ wide, air ride, 60” spread, 

25 ton hyd winch, hyd detach
2 ON ORDER FOR MARCH DELIVERY

NEW 2014 FELLING FT 50-3TA TAG
triaxle, c/w air tilt & air op. ramps, 

SOLD • MORE ON ORDER

10’ WIDE

10’ WIDE

10’ WIDE

10’ WIDE

2006 SUMMIT ALL ALUMINUM 
END DUMP, triaxle, 36’x102” wide & 
axles, electric tarp, double wall, steel 

rims, $38,500 OBO

NEW 2014 CANUCK END DUMP
R3, square box tub design, tandem, 

3/16” Hardox 450 or AR200 
3 IN STOCK

NEW 2014 CANUCK JEEPS
air ride, single lift axle, alum wheels

1 IN STOCK
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